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This website uses cookies to ensure that you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to browse the Site, you agree to our use of cookies. More Information › ›/Free/Division Manager Community Edition New Rival Community Edition Absolutely free Community version for personal and home use is available
completely free for non-commercial purpose only. For commercial use, check Paragon Hard Disk Manager. Organize your hard drive and get extra space in your existing partition Adjust the partition size by sliding left and right of the partition or enter the exact partition size that you want. If you accidentally delete the
partition you can format your HDD, SSD, USB, memory card, SD card or remove a partition so that it can be made available to reuse free space using the unarked area and open space on adjacent volume. Change the label of a partition or a drive letter to better check the data organization for errors on the selected
partition and fix it. Disk/partition conversions convert a logical partition to primary and, on the contrary, convert HFS volume to NTFS, Without MBR disks are converted to GPT and vice versa supported operating system supported computer bus interface parallel ATA (parallel advanced technology attachment) SATA
(Serial Advanced Technology Attachment) External SATA (eSATA) SCSI, IDE and SATA RAID controllers SCSI, IDE and SATA RAID controllers SUPPORTED ALL LEVELS OF USB (Universal Serial Bus). x/2.0/3.0 IEEE 1394 (Firewire) All types of Raid (Hardware &amp; Software) PC or PCMCIA Card (Personal
Computer Memory Card International Association) Supported Storage Space Support AFD (Advanced Format Drive) Non-512B Sector Size Drive SSD and HDD Any Common Common Optical Device Supported File System Backup Capsule (See Only) NTFS (v1.2, v3.0, v3.1) FAT32 Ext2, 3, 4 ReiserFS (v. 1, 2. See
only. All other operations in 1:1 mode) Linux Swap HPFS (see only. All other operations in 1:1 mode) Apple HFS + B-Tree FS (BTRF) FS (XFS) hardware requirements Intel Pentium CPU or its equivalent, 1000 MHz processor clock speed with 1 GB + RAM Internet Explorer 10 or higher hard disk drive available space
with 250 MB of SVGA video adapter and monitor ports opened in firewalls: inbound and outbound 80, 443 WinPE based Recovery CD Current Version Download Paragon Partition Manager Community Edition 64bit Download Paragon Partition Manager Community Edition 32bit A Partition is a hard drive section which is
different from other parts. This enables you to split the hard disk into different logical classes. Partitioning software is a tool that helps you make basic options such as creating, resizing, and deleting the partition of a physical disk. Many such programs give you easy identification of data Discs allow to change the label of
slices. The following is a chosen list of top partition software with them Features and website links. The list has open source (free) software. 1) Acronis Disk Director Acronis Disk Director is a tool that enables you to optimize, protect and manage your data and hard drive. This application helps you create a partition of the
hard disk without the risk of losing data. Features: It allows you to resize, split and merge volumes. You can hide or unhide the volume. Convert mbr (master boot record) disk to GPT (Navigation Partition Table). Fix the infected division with dangers. Create the Raid-5 (Data Storage Virtualization Technology) storage
area and repair it. Supports Windows operating system. 2) Paragon Partition Manager Paragon Partition Manager is a tool that enables you to migrate the disk to a larger drive. This allows you to manage hard disk partitions effectively. This app enables you to hide partitions as well as create, format, delete. This helps
you to fix partitions that are deleted by mistake. Features: Users can keep your disk organized properly. This tool enables users to clone and use their OS on a USB flash drive. Copy or restore files to a hard disk with different area sizes. This allows the user to conduct partition operations to keep the disk properly
organized. This tool has a built-in wizard that restores a variety of images. You can convert HFS (hierarchical file system) volumes to NTFS (NT File System). This enables you to expand the partition. This tool can be used to change the label of partitions to improve the organization of data. Paragon Partition Manager
can check the error and fix it. 3) EaseUS Partition Masteries Partition Master is a free partition tool. It helps you create partitions, resize, and perform operations such as merging. This tool allows you to clone a small hard disk drive to a large hard disk drive. It also helps you to clone HDD from SSD to SSD to enhance

performance. Features: This software product helps you recover deleted data or back up your system. You can restore files, systems, partitions, or disks. This allows you to clone mbr (master boot record) disk from your small-sized disk to larger disks from GPT (GUID partition table) disks or MBR disks from GPT disks.
Create a partition or clone multiple partitions instead of the entire disk to avoid the loss of your data. It helps you to format or delete partitions. You can erase all the data available on the disk. EaseUS Partition Master can check for error for a particular partition and fix it. This tool lets you label partitions to manage data
allows. 4) AOMEI Partition Assistant SE AOMEI Partition Assistant SE app enables you to transfer your operating system to another drive without reinstalling it. This software helps you upgrade your hard from the old disk to a new one. This enables you to securely split your hard drive without losing your important data.
Features: You can clone the data area Area. It supports GPT (Guiding Partition Table) and MBR (Master Boot Record) partition styles. Clone HDD (hard disk drive) from HDD, HDD to SSD (solid-state drive) or SSD for disk upgrade and data migration. Services are available for Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows, etc. It
allows you to access files from your tablet, mobile phone or laptop. You can convert gpt disks to MBR. It can check the hard disk for bad areas. You can hide or unhide the partition. 5) Tenorshare Partition Manager Tenorshare Partition Manager is free software that can change partitioning properties and capabilities. This
application enables you to change labels for easy recognition. It supports USB drives, hard disks, etc. Features: You can convert from MBR to GPT and vice versa. Supports fat, XT, NTFS, HFS etc. You can install this software on a PC with Windows operating system. This tool is compatible with SCSI (Small Computer
System Interface), IE, SATA (Serial ATA). You can create, delete, format and split free disk space. 6) NIUBI Partition Editor NIUBI Partition Editor is a software used to split a hard disk into different parts. It supports Windows PCs and servers. This tool allows you to customize the disk space. You can easily use this app
to migrate from operating system to another. Features: You can shrink, expand and merge the disk. This helps you change the partition label. You can easily create and delete disk slices. It has data security features such as hiding partitions, earing data, setting read-not etc. 7) Microsoft Disk Management Microsoft Disk
Management is a system utility in Windows that enables you to do storage-related tasks. This tool is built into your PC. This tool supports EFI (Electronic Fuel Injection) system partition. This allows you to fix C: Drive. Features: Microsoft Disk Management helps you free up the space of the hard disk. It helps you deflag
your disk. Change or assign a new drive. You can shrink the partition. The app helps you to install a new drive. 8) GParted GParted is an independent editor for managing disk partitions. You can use this software to copy or transfer the disk part without loss of data. This application can save data from lost disk slices.
Features: You can manipulate file systems like UFS, UDF, XF etc. It has a graphic editor to efficiently manage disk slices. You can use this software on Linux, Mac OS X or Windows. This helps you make room for a new operating system. It's you allows to enable or disable. Support hard disk SATA and SCSI (small
computer system interfaces). The included device areas are 512, 1024, 4096, and 2048. Link: 9) IM-Magic Partition Raceiser IM-Magic Partition Raceiser is a free software to manage disc partitions with safe technology. You can use this tool to perform actions like copy, move, Size size, and more. This tool enables you
to expand any disk partition. Features: The hard disk can be managed by a few mouse clicks. It can be used for Windows operating systems. You can shrink any hard disk or expand the data. It has a rollback power that protects your partitions and data when your PC is accidentally shut down. Link: 10) Discgenius
Discgenius is a professional design for creating disc slicing. This helps you recover your lost file. This application helps you to manage partitions effectively. You can erase the disk so that it cannot be recovered. This application helps you to protect your sensitive data. Features: You can create Wi-Fi bootable disks. This
enables you to change the size of the existing disk size. You can divide the partition into small parts. This tool helps you copy and disk. This allows you to split any partitions without any data loss. Link: 11) Macrorit Macrot is a free program that helps you perform twenty-two disk actions such as expansion, creation, and
format partitioning. This allows you to cancel before the operation is over. You can use the features of this software without installing it. Features: You can undo, work again or perform operations with a few mouse clicks. It can erase free or unfores adricated space. Change the primary partition to logical. Size resize of
FAT32 partitions up to 2TB. You can format a large FAT32 drive. Macrorit supports disks larger than 2TB. Link: 12) R-Drive Image R-Drive is a software that provides disk image files creation for duplication and backup process. It has an accurate copy of the hard drive, logical disk and partition. Features: It provides
support for MBR and GPT. You can store the required drive image files in removable media such as Iomega Zip, Jazz Disc, CD-R(W)/DVD, etc. It creates images without restarting your Windows system. The tool can restore images on your new disk, original disk, empty space of hard drive, or partition. It can connect
your image files only as a virtual drive. This tool has a multi language user interface. It can be used on Linux and Windows operating systems. Link: 13) Active@ Partition Manager Active@ Partition Manager is a free program that enables you to manage logical drives, storage devices, and partitions. This program helps
you create, delete, format and name partitions with closing the system. Features: You can mount any image as a virtual drive. This tool provide image compression is. A copy of the disk partition or hard drive consists only of occupied territories. It provides image and fixed hard disk, and solid state drives, and removable
disks to restore. You can verify the image after you create it. This app enables you to delete partitions or logical drives. This allows you to convert GPT to MBR and and For GPT. This tool supports the Windows operating system. You can create and open disk images. Fix data from damaged raids. Link: 14) KDE Partition
Manager KDE Partition Manager is a software that helps you manage the disk partition. This tool supports a large number of files, including RESERFS, NTFS, FAT32 and more. Features: You can safely delete or resize hard disk slicing without any hassle. It allows you to copy or move and restore partitions. You can
download this app for backup and restore the data securely. Supports a large number of file systems. Hard disk data can be easily managed securely. Link: What is FAQ❓ partition? Partitioning is a hard drive section that is different from other parts. This enables you to split the hard disk into different logical classes. What
are the advantages of ⚡ disk partitioning? Disk partitioning has some benefits: You can run more than one operating system on your computer system. Separating your valuable files can reduce the risk of corruption. You can assign specific system applications, locations, and data for specific uses. Storing frequently
accessed data and programs used to improve performance. You can back up your data by creating a clone of the partition. If the ransomware lands on your disk partition, it will be less likely to find personal data on another partition. Explaining ✔️ partition software and its general features Sharing Software is a tool that
helps you make basic options such as creating, resizing, and deleting physical disk partitions. Many such programs allow you to change the label of disk slices for efficient management of data. Partitioning software has common features: it also allows you to manage hard disk partitions effectively. Apps enable you to
create, format, delete as well as hide partitions. This helps you to fix partitions that are deleted by mistake. Page 2Sites for Free Online Education helps you learn the course in your comfortable place. The courses of these websites are offered by top universities. You can learn a specific subject without much investment.
These websites offer many audio, video, articles and eBooks to enhance your knowledge. The platforms enable you to learn the best free online courses. 1) Corsra Corsra is a free learning venue that offers MOC courses from renowned universities. All Corsra courses have pre-recorded video lectures that you can watch
when it's convenient for you. Corsara has programmes in association with universities that give you a master's degree or Allow to receive. You can explore various courses of college without any hassle. This site is offering free programs from accredited institutions. The courses available on such platforms are designed by
a leading university. 2) Udemy Udemy is an online platform Helps you create courses for categories like business, design, marketing etc. You can develop new skills and achieve your goals by learning from a comprehensive library of different courses. The topics available in Udemy are taught by expert instructions. The
outline of the courses can be seen on all devices connected to the Internet. You don't need any prequalification to do any course. 3) Adx Edx is one of the best free online course provider. It offers university level courses in varieties of subjects. You can browse various topics like computer science, language, data
science, engineering, and more. This site includes a weekly topic sequence. This includes a short video with learning exercises. The forum provides video tutorials, similar to on-campus discussion groups and a textbook. It has an online discussion forum where students can post questions to teaching assistants. It
provides complete authentication. 4) The Udacity Udacity online teaching platform helps you create courses on multiple categories like development, business, design, marketing, etc. Courses available in Udacity are taught by specialist trainers. Students can also develop new skills and achieve their goals by learning
from a comprehensive library of different courses. Udacity offers good quality courses. It helps you prepare for the interview. This site provides the help of a patron. 5) LinkedIn Learning LinkedIn Learning is a website that offers video courses taught by experts. You can use this website to access more than 15,000
courses in more than seven languages available with free and subscription. LinkedIn free courses give you a chance to learn from industry experts without spending a dime. These LinkedIn training courses are perfect for beginners, intermediate learners and experts. LinkedIn learning courses with certificates are
available in various categories like business, personal development, entrepreneurship, design and tech online courses. 6) Khan Academy Khan Academy is a study website. It provides in-depth theme. This site is useful for matching your learning goals. You choose this site to personalize your learning experience. This
free platform can be used for learners and teachers. This includes a lot of learning exercises. Resources of this site are available online as well as apps. The contents of Khan Academy are available in English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, and more. It offers built-in video lectures that are hosted on YouTube. Link:
7) MIT OpenCosware MIT OpenCorsware is a learning website that offers various courses. It offers high quality teaching and learning materials that are available in easy accessible format. Website lectures, videos and exams free provides. This platform can be accessed with login. You can find By department and
subjects. MIT OpenCorsware can be accessed without any registration. Videos can also be viewed online as well as offline. Such clips are accessible from YouTube and iTunes. Link: 8) Open Culture Open Culture is the best education website that offers free online classes for entertainment. You can select this website
to learn philosophy and literature, history, biology and physics. The content of this site is available in audio, video and eBooks. This includes more than 800 ebooks, 200 eBooks and 300+ language lessons. Link: 9) Connection Academy Connection Academy is the best online course website that helps students learn
from home. The course of this platform is designed for elementary school, middle school, and high school. Connection Academy provides a personalized performance learning experience that helps teachers improve their skills. This place enables you to easily meet teachers and classmates in the virtual classroom. Link:
10) Academic Earth Academic Earth is a top online learning site that offers many courses from different schools. In this website, you can explore many topics. This enables you to find the outline of the course by specific topics. Academic Earth's subjects are designed in a way that suits your personal and professional
needs. The platform has computer and varieties of courses related to IT, business, education, and health. These courses can be learnt for free. Link: 11) Alison Ellison is a free online learning site that provides certification when completing the course. The topics provided by this site are business, technology, health and
more. Alison helps you study, learn and certify through online training. It offers various courses related to specific languages like English, Spanish, German, French and Arabic. The site enables you to choose certificate courses, diploma courses, and learning paths (creating self-learning experiences) of three types of
courses. You can also learn your favorite topic from Alison's mobile application. Link: 12) iTunes You Free Course iTunes You Free Course is a place for free online education. It integrates with any Apple smartphone or iPod. Users can search for learning materials in many different ways, including categories and topics.
The courses on this site contain content and videos. It has a wide variety of topics such as art and humanities, childhood and youth, education, languages, etc. The site enables you to apply for the job you are interested in. Link: 13) Stanford Online stanford online is a study site that offers learning opportunities through
free online degrees, online courses, e-learning and more You can learn a wide range of topics Computer Science, AI, Health and Medicine, Arts, and Data Science. The platform provides certification after completing the program. You can enroll in courses to learn new skills, get a job and create a new future. It has a
collection of free e-books, webinars, videos, etc. Link: 14) Harvard Extension Harvard Extension is the best online learning site that provides free online education courses from Harvard University. It enables students to search for courses by professional certificate. Harvard Extension offers various theme areas such as
art and design, business, data science, health, and much more. It allows you to search for different topics using the start date and duration. The three difficulty levels in the courses of this place are introductory, intermediate and advanced. Link: 15) Open Yale Course Open Yale Course is the best online learning site
website that provides free and open access to introductory courses taught by teachers and scholars. The lectures available on this website are recorded in Yale College classes. This website offers learning through audio, text transcripts and video media format. You can access these materials without any registration.
The Open Yale course offers courses such as Chemistry, Economics, History, Art, English and Philosophy. This includes exams, suggested readings and problem solving. Link: 16) UC San Diego Podcast Lecture UC San Diego Podcast Lecture is an educational technology service. It provides free audio recordings of
lectures that can be downloaded on a PC or music player. You can listen to lectures available at uc san diego podcast lecture just by selecting a specific class. It has features such as recent podcasts, lecture progress and modifying playback speed. This website enables you to play video lectures without any effort. You
don't need any plugins to watch lectures. Link: 17) Code code is a learning resource. It helps students to enroll in courses related to biology, algebra and chemistry. This website provides jobs. It provides classes with weekly challenges. The website is available in two languages Spanish and English. Code.org offers a
one-hour tutorial specifically designed for people of all ages in more than 45 languages. Link: 18) People's University of people is an educational service provider. It offers varieties of degree programs, including business administration, health and computer science. This place provides students with the necessary skill
sets that are important for being successful in taking academic degrees. University of People Site not charged to anyone for enrolling in any course is. It enables you to access all books and other course materials without any hassle. Students who are Both graduates and graduates can apply on this website. Link: 19)
Oxford Podcast University's Oxford podcast is a place where you can find public lectures, interviews, teaching materials, and more. The content on it is regularly added. You can use a series of lectures and conversations in document, audio and video format. This site has more than 633 series. The course is available for
biology, philosophy, depression, etc. You can view your aspiring courses by categories like Social Science Division, Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences, Medical Sciences Division, and more. Link: 20) TED-Ed TED-ED is a platform that offers free online courses for adults. The content of this website can be used by
people of all age groups. TED-ED's teachers can customize the lessons. Teachers can share lessons with students online and track the result. It provides a program that helps you talk and share their ideas. This site is easy to browse TED-ED animations and TED talks based on specific subject areas. Link: 21) Memrise
Memrise is educational websites for adults that provide a personalized learning experience. The website can be accessed in various languages including English, Arabic, American, and Dutch. This place has categories like art, literature, mathematics, science, history. Memrise can be accessible from iOS and Android
devices. The website includes challenges that enhance your learning experience. You can easily signup to this site to access courses and content. Link: 22) LessonPaths LessonPaths is a website that offers the best free online classes. There is a series of online text on this site. Teachers can add text, file videos to
create learning documents. It enables you to share knowledge with others. Text paths include various categories like health, food, medicine, finance, law, etc. It can be used for learning guides for specific topics. This place provides linear flow of resources. Link: 23) CodeHS CodeHS is a comprehensive learning platform
that helps students learn computer science. It offers teacher tools and resources, web-based courses, and professional development. This website offers lesson plans where you can use different resources to learn the topic. This enables you to choose a wide range of activities created by experienced teachers. CodeHS
provides a progress tracking feature for teachers. It offers offline handouts and various interesting activities. Link: 24) Jalanta Gymnasium is aquant gymnasium education site that provides free and courses for digital and creative professionals. Design the courses of this site in this way Has been that gives you the
knowledge that applies to any project or job. This site helps you Meet your skills and current market demand. It can also help you boost your talent and fill the gap that you lack. Link: 25) Apple Developer Site Apple Developer Site is a website for application programming interfaces, software development tools and
technical content. This online platform has resources to help developers develop software for iOS, MacOS, iPadOS, etc. This place has a wide range of articles to create API references, sample code and software. Users can join the developer program to access these resources. It has a forum to discuss issues related to
development. Link: 26) Canvas Network Canvas Network is an online education site that offers various courses from leading universities. Access to this site is open to all learners around the world. The learning management system provided by this platform makes teaching and learning easier. Canvas has helped faculty
and student succeed in the modern learning environment. It's an easy enrollment process. You can also get certification for participation. You can use the content available in this site after the course starts. Link: 27) Open UW Open UW is an education site. It offers all master-level courses that are open to employee
development or training. This website offers master's degree programs such as coastal and marine management and marine innovation. It also provides distance learning that can be learned using remote technology or the Internet. Open UW includes e-journal, encyclopedia, eBooks collection and many more. Students
can access these materials without any hassle. Link: 28) Open Learning Initiative Open Learning Initiative is an organization that offers innovative online courses to people who like to teach or learn. The website has high quality courses that help you improve learning. The Open Learning Initiative website enables you to
teach you easily remotely. The courses provided by this website are Computer Science, Programming, Art, Mathematics and Life Sciences. Oli has many college-level courses that are able to boost your learning experience. You can edit the course of this site or develop your own. Link: 29) Open Edu Open is a website
for learning from Edu Open University. This platform provides access to various course materials and opinions of experts. This teaching platform offers free digital publication of high quality educational content. This includes money and a number of subjects such as business, education, development and sports. This site
helps you explore new topics and enhance one's personal knowledge. It has more than 900 short courses, articles, quizzes, videos and audio. Link: FAQ⚡ What are the advantages of online learning? Online learning has advantages: you can learn the subject comfortably. It gives a good impact on the resume. You can
meet the time goal even if. Online courses are cheaper than traditional classroom training. what are the common ingredients provided by ✔️ online educational sites? General content provided by online educational sites are lectures, e-journals, encyclopedias, e-books, and more in e-books, audio and video clips. ❓ Why
should you opt for online certification courses? You should go for online certification courses to get credentials that can make you more valuable at work. It also helps you to tell the employer your skills. These certificates are an investment in building your career.
I get a printable certificate? Yes, in many courses you
will get a printable certificate. In fact, some course providers will ship a hard copy of the certificate to your desired address. Address.
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